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TOWN OF ITHACA PLANNING COMMITTEE 
 

SUMMARY OF JUNE 16, 2016 MEETING 
 
 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS PRESENT: Rich DePaolo (Chair), Rod Howe, Pat Leary. 

TOWN STAFF/TOWN BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT: Susan Ritter, Director of Planning; Dan 
Tasman, Senior Planner; Bill Goodman, Town Supervisor. 

Chair Rich DePaolo called the meeting to order at approximately 4:30 p.m.   
 
Persons to Be Heard:  None. 
 
Committee announcement and concerns: None reported. 

Discussion of draft Zoning Review and Approach Report  
The Committee continued their review from the previous meeting at the top of page 14. 
 
The Committee went through the report page by page.  The following are decisions made for 
modifying the draft report: 
 
Page 13, column 2, para 3, sentence 2:  OK to leave “well maintained” (pertaining to College View 
Trailer Park).  This reverses the decision made at the May meeting.     
Page 14, column 1, para 1:  Change to “Rogan’s corner will be the last NC zone”. 
Page 14, column 2, para 1: change “trade or mechanical commercial uses” to “semi-industrial”. 
Page 14, column 1, para 2:  Add “has” (“The Town has avoided”). 
Page 14, column 1, para 2: Replace “should” with “could” (“The NC zone could allow…”). 
Page 14, column 2, para 4: Modify sentence to remove “last stand”. 
Page 14, column 2, last para:  Replace “- places” with “, including places” (“…for parts of the town, 
including places with …”). 
Page 15, column 2, para 2: Fix the sentence that reads “…location for locale…”. 
Page 15, column 2, last para:  Spell out UDC as Unified Development Code. 
Page 16, column 1, before bullet list:  Change “There’s” to “There are”. 
Page 19, column 1, para 4:  Eliminate “– ideally 10 acres or more –“. 
Page 20, column 2, para 1: Consider modifying to make clear that the overlay would still allow a 
multiplicity of uses. 
Page 21, column 1, para 2:  Correct “OV-TND-1” with “OV-TND-2”. 
Page 21, column 1, para 7:  Eliminate repeated “to prevent”. 
Page 22, para 2, last sentence:  Consider replacing “lighter colors” with a more accurate color theory 
description.   
Page 25, column 2, para 1:  Change “closes” to “close”. 
Page 26, column 1, para 2:  Remove “rather than those of the 1950s and 1960s.” and end sentence 
with “…. planning goals”.   
Page 26, column 2, para 2:  Add “that” (one way to ensure “that” close-in)  
Page 26, column 2, para 3:  Eliminate either “is” or “falls” (the average in a subdivision “falls” in OR 
the average in a subdivision “is” in). 
Page 26, column 2, para 3:  replace “yet” with “while” (“…achieving certain density while 
keeping…”). 
Page 27, column 1, para 2:  Change “leaves” to “leave” or “allow”. 
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Page 27, column 2, bullet 2:  Include “conservation zones” to the list.  
Page 27, column 2, para 2:  Change to “The Zoning Board has historically approved many variance 
requests”. 
Page 27, column 2, para 2:  Consider changing “isolating” to “separating” (“…separating their 
residents from…”). 
Page 28, column 1, bullet 7:  Insert “solely to” before “eliminate”.  
 
The Committee noted that some document photos are not applicable to the northeastern US. Dan 
responded that it is hard to find examples of new contemporary development approaches in NE 
communities.   
 
The Committee expressed a desire to finish reviewing the document in the next three months. 
For next meeting the Committee will begin reviewing on page 30, Section 2.3.4.   
 
Discuss approaches for protection of historic resources in the town 
- Rich:  Made note of the amount of information that exists on the town’s historical resources.   
Starting with the report (Final Report for the Intensive Level Survey Conducted by the Historic 
Preservation Planning Workshop at Cornell University 1997-2000), Rich noted that the Town had 
not followed through with identifying properties or districts that might merit a historic designation, 
nor did the town pursue creating a Certified Local Government (CLG). He did not see a downside to 
creating a CLG or forming some type of historic review committee.  He wondered how a local 
committee would take shape (advisory or quasi-judicial) and if a local committee would make 
recommendations to the State, or if a Town has the power to make historical designations at the 
local level. 
 
- Rod:  Responded that this is the type of question to get Historic Ithaca’s assistance on.  He 
suggested developing a list of questions for their input on at a future meeting. He added that the 
Town currently does not have many registered sites and that the Committee should define what its 
goals are.    
 
- Rich:  Pointed out that the town has only one historically designated cluster-the Forest Home 
Historic District.  He noted the linear distribution of historical resources (houses over 50 years old) 
in the town, as shown on the map provided by staff, and thought the linear shape would make it 
harder to designate districts. 
 
-Rod:  Mentioned that not all of the Forest Home neighborhood is designated a historic district, and 
eligible for tax credits, because the designation involves the census tracts.   
He expressed interest in informing homeowners in historic district that improvements made to 
their older homes may be eligible for tax credits, and that this may apply even if they are not in the 
district.  These are questions that Historic Ithaca could help with.   
He added that the map was intriguing since it showed the pattern of settlement in the area. 
 
-Rich:  Asked if any properties identified in the survey had been designated. 
-Sue:  Responded that Hayts Chapel is the only one. 
 
-Rod:  Stated that it would be a good idea to find another class to update the historical resources 
inventory since more houses may now be eligible (are greater than 50 years old).  He revisited his 
previous thought concerning what the Committee’s goals should be, and asked whether this might 
be focused on educating residents, or working with Forest Home to expand the district designation, 
or other things. 
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-Rich:   Said he thought there is an existing presumption among home owners that having a 
historical designation may limit their options for making improvements to their home. 
 
-Rod:  Agreed but added that the Henry St. John neighborhood, in the City, was the most recent 
historic district designation that Historic Ithaca had worked on and he thought there had been 
support in the neighborhood for that effort.  He suggested that an existing town committee be 
responsible for historic resource considerations rather that creating a new committee.      
 
-Rich:  Responded that forming a CLG would open up opportunities for grant funding, and a 
dedicated review board of some kind would still need to be decided on. 
 
-Sue:  Read from the document, “Model Historic Preservation Law for Municipalities in New York 
State” provided to staff from Historic Ithaca.  The document discusses establishment of a 
preservation commission, powers and duties, and criteria and procedures for designating historical 
resources.   
 
-Rich: Said that the main requirements for a CLG would be to first enact the legislation and then to 
form the review commission.  He wondered how the Committee could gauge the interest of 
residents for such an initiative. 
 
-Rod:  Referred back to the map and said that the homes represented only a small percentage of the 
total homes in the town.  He also questioned to what extent historical resource protection were 
covered in the Comprehensive Plan. 
 
-Sue:  Responded that the map contained 520 data points and that the historical resources report 
referred to approximately 490 houses.  She also said that the Comprehensive Plan recommended a 
number of actions to protect historical resources.  She referred to the recent concern over a 
demolition permit as prompting this discussion.  She thought any future application for a 
demolition permit impacting a historical house might require something like a CLG to review and 
provide guidance and suggest possible alternatives. 
 
-Bill: Responded that one of his key concerns was to prevent the loss of the Town’s historical 
resources. 
 
-Rich:  Wondered if there could be some in-between step, under the current structure, like a 
Planning Board review, to consider a demolition permit.    
 
-Sue:  Referred to the document, Protecting Potential Landmarks Through Demolition Review, 
stating that it appeared to require having someone who understands architecture be present on a 
historical resources review board.  She also said that the City’s Landmark Commission might be a 
good resource to look at for expertise.   
 
-Bill:  Asked if there was something simple that could be put in place soon without passing a law to 
start protecting historical resources.  He suggested that the Planning Board might be able to hire an 
expert to provide a input on a house before a demolition permit is approval. 
 
-Rich:  Responded that it would be like an appraisal and noted that the cost might be $300-$500 for 
producing a report.    
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-Sue:  Reported that all the historical resource surveys have been entered into the Municity 
software so if a demolition permit is applied for, staff will be alerted that the property is on the 
historical resources inventory.  The Building Dept. has also begun sending out weekly lists of their 
building permit applications to notify other department staff.   
 
-Rich:  Suggested that the Committee compile a list of questions to email to John Lewis at Historic 
Ithaca.  He expressed interest in asking whether or not properties can be placed under historical 
preservation review on a local level. 
 
-Rod:  Asked Sue to send Committee members the model law and other CLG related documents.  He 
also brought up the idea of potentially publicizing the historical resource survey information in the 
Town newsletter.   
 
-Sue: Raised a concern over the cost of maintaining older homes.  She said that forming a CLG may 
open up more grant funding opportunities for resource protection that could thereby help 
homeowners who need assistance.  She expressed interest in learning about what financial 
opportunities may exist.    
 
-Rich:  Noted the time and wanted to carry the discussion into next meeting.  He questioned how 
the Committee can research what financial resources are available.   
 
-Pat:  Stated that the Better Housing for Tompkins County organization may be a potential option 
for providing funds to maintain older houses. 
 
-Sue:  Reiterated that John Lewis from Historic Ithaca would be a good resource for information.  
Rich indicated that he would follow up with looking into additional programs. 
 
Discussion of Potential Affordable Housing Set-Aside Requirements 
-Rich:  Suggested inviting Paul Mazzarella, INHS Executive Director, to a future meeting to discuss 
affordable housing. 
 
-Pat:  Mentioned the Town of Beekman local law (Moderately-Priced Housing) as providing a 
regulatory approach for consideration.  Also mentioned was the document of initial topics/outline 
for a Town local law (Town of Ithaca Median Housing Draft) that Pat and Bill had begun working on.  
She noted that things start to get complicated as you get further into the details, such as retaining 
the affordability over time.  The goal was to address the missing middle, and in this model, to 
directly require new housing developments with 5 units or more to set-aside 20%. The idea was to 
utilize market forces to self-subsidize the affordable units with the other units.   
 
She also reported finding a 2007 Town Board resolution endorsing a Tompkins County housing 
strategy, referencing the County Comp Plan and Affordable Housing Needs Study (2006). It includes 
goals for the amount of housing that was needed, but not much has been done since then. Pat also 
reported on the recent housing workshop sponsored by Sustainable Tompkins where speakers 
stressed the need for more mid-range housing in the community.   
 
-Rich:  Questioned if there are any requirements for building aesthetics, wanting to ensure that 
affordable housing units are not physically distinctive.  
 
-Pat:  Agreed that ensuring no distinction would be important and reported on an example of a 
skyscraper in NYC that had a separate entrance for affordable housing occupants.  She felt having 
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requirements concerning housing quality was necessary to avoid shoddy construction and ensure 
well integration of affordable units in a neighborhood.   
 
-Rich:  Added that he thought it important that the law be crafted such that it not create hardships 
and disincentives to build in the town, or that builders look for ways to work around the 
regulations, i.e. build only 4 units at a time.    
 
-Sue: Questioned how the law would handle situations where just lots are being sold, houses are not 
proposed as part of a subdivision application.     
 
-Bill:  Responded that this was still an issue and that individuals will often hire their own builder 
once they purchase a lot.  He thought it would be useful to talk to INHS and also have someone from 
the City of Ithaca come over to advise the Committee.  The City is also working on a program, but it 
is more voluntary and includes things like cash payments into an affordable housing fund in lieu of 
building affordable units, and density bonuses or a quicker approval process in exchange for 
constructing affordable units.   
 
-Rich: Questioned if the Committee would consider property tax abatement, thinking that this might 
work best in rental developments where you don’t have the concern with maintaining the 
affordability overtime with subsequent owners.  
 
-Rich:  Wrapped up the discussion by stating that Paul Mazzarella would be invited to next month’s 
meeting to help inform the committee on associated construction costs, etc.    
 
Consider May meeting:   
Rich moved, Rod seconded, no changes, all voted to approve. 
 
Discuss meeting schedule and upcoming agenda items:    
Next meeting is scheduled for Wednesday, July 27th at 2:00pm; agenda items to include:  Zoning 
Review and Approach Report (continue from page 30); historic resources protection; affordable 
housing. 
 
Meeting adjourned at approximately 6:12pm 
 
 


